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Abstract
Motivation is one of the neglected parts of English language teaching. Teachers often forget that motivation is the basic part of learners’ English language learning activities. In this sense, learners control the flow of the classroom. Without learners’ motivation, there is no pulse and no life in the class. When learners learn to incorporate direct approaches to generate motivation in their learning, they will become happier and more successful learners. This paper is an attempt to investigate the impact of motivation on learners’ reading comprehension. It reviews the terms motivation, different types of motivation, reading comprehension, and different models of reading comprehension. The review of the literature indicated that motivation has an influential role in learners’ reading comprehension.
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1. Introduction
Motivation is an essential factor to improve reading comprehension that all of researchers and teachers admitted it. According to Dornyei (2001), the meaning of motivation is so complicated because it is composed of different models and theories. Teachers can supply an exciting and relaxed environment to increase their learners’ reading comprehension. By using various genres, they are able to make a more attractive atmosphere for students. In fact the teachers are as models and motivators. They should provide a situation that students choose their materials and reading texts themselves and allocate more time to reading (Gambrell, 1996).

The aim of this study is to better guide the teachers by applying a research that correlates reading motivation with comprehension. According to previous research, there was a meaningful relationship between motivation and reading comprehension especially intrinsic motivation that could improve reading comprehension (Taboada & Buehl, 2012). One of the most important skills of language is reading comprehension and the students should comprehend reading passages when they are them to be successful in their academic life. Unfortunately, there is not enough attention to reading skill in Iran because students do not face with reading activities sufficiently; therefore, they are reluctant to read. Al-Jarf (2007) believed that the main cause of students’ reluctance is teachers’ instruction because they cannot make a challengeable reading instruction, so students face with lack of cognitive and metacognitive reading abilities. They need to comprehend reading texts well to be successful in their next employment (Ng, Bartlett, Chester, & Kersland, 2013).

Reading comprehension means the perceiving of the vocabularies which are used in a written text and making a relationship between them to achieve a comprehensive understanding. Reading comprehension is a complex skill because it needs other skills such as vocabulary and decoding skills (Becker, McElvany, & Kortenbruck, 2010).

One of the most important factors that can influence reading comprehension is motivation. In fact, the correlation between reading motivation and reading comprehension is more than reading activities and reading behavior. There were a lot of research that examined the relation between motivation and reading comprehension and it looks that there is a direct relationship between reading comprehension and reading motivation (Morgan & Fuchs, 2007).
Investigations emphasize on cognitive aspects such as identification of vocabulary and comprehension. The framework that all of readers use for reading comprehension is their manner to reading comprehension, so readers' manner for reading comprehension refers to their affection to reading (Alexander & Filler, 1976). In fact, when readers have a positive manner of reading, their comprehension increases because they have more motivation to read. Other factor that is so necessary to make motivated readers is interest. Readers should have desire to reading texts (Renninger, Hidi, & Krapp, 1992). Interest is connected to text comprehension and other essential reading results. The approach is categorized in two theoretical situations, the integrative view and achievement motivation theory. The integrative view on reading is associated with cognitive and social aspects of reading motivation (Baker, Afflerbach, & Reinking, 1996).

Gardner and Lambert (1959) thought motivation as the knowledge to the second language acquisition society that should be emphasized more. Gardner established his Socio-Educational Model of Language Learning, which focused on Integrative Motivation. It is referred to the language learners desire to communicate with the members of society that is the most influential factor in language learning motivation. According to Dornyei (2003), there is a process-oriented approach to second language motivation and the researchers should concentrate on dynamic aspects of motivation. Mori (2002) carried out a study towards reading motivation and found that integration with community plays an important role to stimulate readers to second language reading motivation. In this paper, the researchers explain motivation, review different types of motivation, elaborate reading comprehension, clarify different models of reading comprehension, and mention previous studies on the effect of motivation on reading comprehension.

2. Motivation

Because of the importance of students’ learning and their progress in language skills, much of the time is devoted to the development of reading skill. It should be mentioned that learners try to develop their reading comprehension specially the specific group of students who don’t have enough facilities and are dependent on their teachers. These students are not able to achieve good marks in reading comprehension and don’t acquire it beneficially. One of the ways that can be used as a solution to motivate learners and develop their reading skill is the use of reading interference programs.

Researches indicated that cognitive and motivation variables affect students’ reading comprehension (Pressley & Harris, 2006). Previous research has advocated reading motivation in connection to students’ comprehension progress because reading comprehension permits students to analyze information that they have a prior knowledge about it to increase their comprehension (Duke, Pearson, Strachan, & Billman, 2011).

Motivation is an influence factor for achieving a special goal. Similarly, according to Ryan and Deci (2000), to be motivated means to progress or to be in motion to do something. Motivation makes acting on or within an organism to establish and manage behavior. Excitement, interest, eagerness, and looking forward to learning are the main elements of motivation. The levels and types of motivation in any individual are different from others. In other words, not only levels and amounts of motivation in individuals were different, but also their sorts of motivation could be various (Crump, 1995).

Hermosa (2002) defined reading motivation as the interest or desire to read for different purposes. She believed that positive reinforcements had beneficial impacts towards motivation in reading, so it is necessary for teachers to make integrative reading activities. According to Baker, Dreher, and Guthrie (2000), teachers and parents must supply adequate and interesting reading materials, create a sharing community of learners, make a comfortable context for learning, identify specific child’s strengths and weaknesses, provide enough time to read, associate with other teachers and administrators for a general reading program, and learn the strategies for integration and effective learning.

Motivation was affected by a “combination of many factors involving trying, desire, and pleasure with the learning situation. Different types of motivation have been discussed in related literature including integrative, instrumental, intrinsic, and extrinsic motivation (Carreira, 2006).

As a result, different approaches to motivation can emphasize on cognitive behaviors (such as monitoring and strategy use), non-cognitive aspects (such as perceptions, beliefs, and attitudes), or both. For example, Gottfried (1990) defined academic motivation as “enjoyment of school learning feathered by a mastery aspect; curiosity; persistence; task-endogeny; and the learning of difficult and new tasks.”
3. Different Types of Motivation

Motivation is categorized into four types. They are intrinsic, extrinsic, integrative, and instrumental motivation. The following section explains motivation in more detail.

3.1 Intrinsic Motivation

Intrinsic motivation is the desire to do or get to something because one really wants to and takes satisfaction or see value in doing something (Usher, 2012). When a student is intrinsically motivated to read, he or she read for enjoyment, pleasure, to discover new knowledge, or for some other positive results. A student may be motivated to read for a deep interest in the content or main point of a text (object-specific), or because the text attracts the student within the story (activity-specific). Because students, who are intrinsically motivated, find pleasure in reading, they like to read more in their free time. Because of an increased amount of reading time, it is imagined that intrinsic motivation increases reading comprehension. Students would not be able to achieve complete skill in reading comprehension without intrinsic motivation (Marinak & Gambrell, 2008).

Teachers who utilize many external factors to motivate students to read could increasingly destroy students’ intrinsic motivation. Researchers contrasted intrinsic motivation with extrinsic motivation, which is motivation managed by reinforcement. Traditionally, educators considered intrinsic motivation to be more favorable and to result in better learning consequences than extrinsic motivation (Deci, Koestner, & Ryan, 1999).

Gottfried (1990) pointed out that intrinsic motivation for reading could be defined as the enjoyment of reading activities for their own sake, which is coherent with the formulation in self-determination theory. Intrinsically motivated reading is composed of text interaction for enjoyment, to stimulate curiosity, and to gain the prizes or achieving new knowledge that may be challengeable for readers. Intrinsic motivation had been correlated to reading development based on standardized tests by several researchers for elementary school students (Baker & Wigfield, 1999).

3.2 Extrinsic Motivation

Extrinsic motivation refers to the external factors that can stimulate students’ desire to read. These factors involve scores, prizes, admiration, or a desire to be better than others do. Students who are extrinsically motivated naturally try to inhibit negative outcomes and only expect specific or positive outcomes. Moreover, teachers should have a positive attitude to reading comprehension to achieve the best results in reading development. This positive attitude is performed by the classroom teacher reading during personal reading, debating their enjoyment in a particular book or recommending books to students, displaying books around the classroom, or reading aloud every day. To explore students’ attitudes towards reading, teachers can use many devices such as surveys, questionnaires, and classroom discussions (McGeown, Norgate, & Warhurst, 2012).

Extrinsic motivation refers to doing something because it causes a distinguished outcome (Deci & Ryan, 1985). According to classical literature, extrinsic motivation has typically been characterized as a pale and impoverished form of motivation that is contrasted with intrinsic motivation. In extrinsic motivation, the reader explores external merits and rewards such as to prevent the punishment of teachers or to gain appreciation from parents. In fact, extrinsic motivation is related to the goal orientation, so the students do their actions with the best way to achieve a valuable thing (Baker & Wigfield, 1999).

3.3 Integrative Motivation

In integrative motivation, a person likes to be admitted by a community and has a social relationship with other people. An integrative motivation points to language learning for personal progress and cultural reinforcement that is the learner desires to learn a language to integrate successfully into the target language community. An integrative motivated learner indicates interest in learning about the culture and the people of the target language (Gardner & Lambert, 1959).

According to Masgoret and Gardner (2003), an integrative motivated learner is the one who is motivated to learn the second language to become familiar with other language community. In parts of the world where English is acquired as a foreign language, the integrative motivation plays a slight role in the fame of English. Due to the importance of
motivation in language learning, Sadeghi (2005) believed that teaching of English is a difficult task for both Iranian students and teachers because they lack motivation. According to Lightbown and Spada (2000), integrative motivation refers to language learning for personal progress and cultural reinforcement. Integrative motivation occurs when the student likes to join or be a member of the certain population and the culture; moreover, the comprehensive type of motivation is the integrative motivation. Integrative motivation was more capable and well formed. Students who did not have integrative motivation, in fact, would expose with problems and difficulties to learn and get knowledge of a second language in the classroom and generally, learning the language would be more difficult for them (Cook, 2000).

3.4 Instrumental Motivation

According to Cook (2001), a learner with instrumental motivation learns second language to use it pragmatically such as achieving a job or gaining money. Although both integrative and instrumental motivation are essential in language learning, integrative motivation is superior to instrumental motivation for prognosticating the success of second language learning. Because students respect the target culture, they may read literature and practice language, so they are able to progress their language. Instrumental motivation is meaningful for the learner who has restricted access to L2 culture or foreign language organization, and integrative motivation is viewed more important in a formal learning environment than instrumental motivation (Oxford, 1996).

Dornyei (1996) claimed that instrumental motivation and the learners' requirement for achievement was more important than the integrative motivation. Iranian students had very high motivation and positive manners towards learning English and were more instrumentally motivated. Instrumental motivation was considered motivation as stimulating a need to learn the L2 for practical or external reasons such as achievement of goals, passing exams, financial prizes, developing a career or gaining progress. There are two main types of instrumental motivation: promotion (self-progress) and prevention (Vaezi, 2008).

4. Reading Comprehension

Reading comprehension is the organization of meaning of a written or spoken communication by a reciprocal, holistic exchange of ideas between the interpreters and the message in a specific communicative context. Reading comprehension is the basic decoding skill that serves the meaning of the written texts, but it is also included the prior knowledge of the reader in addition to this skill. Reading comprehension might also refer to “the ability to identify how and where to supply one’s reading resources in order to increasingly achieve one’s goals in a comprehension situation” (Wagner & Sternberg, 1987). In other words, in addition to the mechanical skills of reading and the usage of the reader’s prior knowledge and experience, a reader also needs to understand what is to be done with the information that is processing. If a reader “figures out all of the words and sentences, but isn’t able to understand the main idea of a text,” then he or she will comprehend the perfunctory meaning of the written text. This shallow comprehension happens because the reader does not have a prior knowledge about the main topic of the passage and cannot remember it to achieve a deep understanding of the written passage. If readers know that their recall of words and sentences will be examined, they devote a lot of time to comprehend the written text deeply; therefore, they are able to remember old information (Just & Carpenter, 1987).

According to Ahmadi and Hairul (2012) and Ahmadi and Pourhossein Gilakjani (2012), reading comprehension is not an easy process because students need to be able to read the written text, decode the words, and identify the meanings of the words. Reading comprehension is one of the main significant elements in English language learning for all learners because it provides the foundation for a substantial amount of learning in education. Because reading comprehension is so logical in terms of academic success, it can be argued that motivating a student to read is essential. In order to understand the importance of what is read one must be a critical reader. Critical readers have the ability to follow the written text tactfully and can relate sentences to each other to achieve a deep understanding of it (Chapman, 1993).

Reading comprehension is an active and communicative process between the reader, the text, the reading activity, and the larger socio-cultural context for reading. An interaction occurs within the individual, including both top down and bottom up reading and cognitive strategies. A reader can comprehend and recall written text well if he or she integrates the prior knowledge with the achieved information (Zwann & Radvansky, 1988).
Reading comprehension relates to the academic achievement of foreign language learners and other language factors for foreign/second language learners (Grabe, 2009). Reading comprehension has stimulated many effective researches. Many studies have done on reading comprehension that indicated context and prior knowledge played a significant role in comprehending a written text. Cognitive skills, such as background knowledge and cognitive strategy use are not increasingly related to intrinsic reading motivation because readers' performance and their progress in reading comprehension are various, and intrinsic reading motivation has an influential effect on reading comprehension performance (Logan, Medford, & Hughes, 2011b).

According to a research on second language reading, the main important factor in reading comprehension is the use of reading comprehension strategies. Prior knowledge and use of cognitive strategies has a significant attention on the items of reading comprehension teaching. Being successful in the development of reading comprehension is not an intrinsic competence, but it is attached to metacognitive strategies and reading is the most important skill of language to other skills especially where English used as a second language (Carrell, Devine & Eskey, 1988).

5. Different Models of Reading Comprehension

There are three models of reading process: the bottom-up model, the top-down model, and the interactive model. These models are explained in detail respectively.

5.1 Bottom-up Model

According to Grabe and Stoller (2002), a bottom-up reading model is a model that focuses on a single-direction, part-to-whole processing of a text. In bottom-up models, the reader is assumed to be included in a mechanical process where he or she decodes the text letter by letter, word by word, and sentence by sentence. In fact, the reader decodes the text which has been previously encoded by the writer. Decoding of the text includes noticing the details of a text for example phonemes, morphemes, words, sentences, and discourse to achieve the meaning or semantic aspect of language (Alderson, 2000).

Flesch (1955) debated that these models work on the written text hierarchically or organization of the text (coherence), and the reader's job is to process the smallest unit of language (i.e. grapho-phonic) and then coordinate the smaller units to discover and comprehend the higher linguistic units (e.g., sentence syntax). In bottom-up processing, the focus is on the serious function of the lower-level recognition skills. Reading is a hierarchical process, starting from the understanding of single phonemes to words, clauses, sentences and then the whole piece of discourse. According to this processing model of reading comprehension, the reader does not miss any part of a written text and studies it consciously. Shahnazari and Dabaghi (2014) pointed out bottom-up processing is data-driven and the role of the lower level recognition skills, involving orthographic, semantic, syntactic and phonological processing are very important in comprehension.

According to Iran-Nejad (1987), bottom-up is the process that is not easy to use higher-ordered reading skills such as making inferences and the reader's background knowledge plays a very restricted function in interpreting the meaning of a text. Bottom-up strategy is called local strategy or problem solving and supports strategies for readers to realize specific linguistic components. Bottom-up theory discussed that the readers make the text from the smallest units (letters to words to phrases to sentences, etc.) and the process of organizing the text from those smallest units get very automatic that readers are not conscious of the process. In bottom-up theories and models, the reading process is regarded as text-driven decoding process, so the scarce function of the reader is to reorganize meaning (McKoon & Radcliff, 1992).

Shrum and Glisan (2000) pointed out that the text is a chain of divided words, each of them should be analyzed individually, and the reader investigates the text by focusing deeply on the combination of letters and words. Meaning is understood through synthesis of units of language and the reader processes language in a chronological order, integrates sounds or letters to form words, then combines words to form phrases, clauses, and sentences of the text; therefore, the most important skills involved are distinguishing sounds and letters, determining word order and suprasegmental structures, and translating individual words. The bottom-up model took place simultaneously with audio-lingual method of second language instruction in the 1960s and 1970s, which investigated decoding of sound-symbol relationships as an essential element of language learning. In bottom-up model, the graphemic, syntactic,
lexical, semantic, and pragmatic codes were regarded associative with the meaning of the text, and the significance of “holding in the bottom” was focused a lot (Eskey, 1988).

5.2 Top-down Model

A top-down reading model is a model that emphasizes on what the reader transforms to the text to arrive at the meaning. In top-down models, it is assumed that the comprehension process is not mechanical, but actively controlled by the reader (Grabe, 2009). The processing of a text started in the mind of the reader with meaning-driven processes, or an assumption about the meaning of a text. In fact, readers determine letters and words only to justify their assumptions about the meaning of the text. In these models, the primary goal of reading is achieving meaning from the text rather than mastery of letters and words. Readers are supposed to use meaning and grammatical cues to identify strange words and are able to perceive a passage even if they do not know each word. In this perspective, the meaning of a text, which is regarded an important goal to achieve, is accessed by the reader’s prior knowledge of semantic, pragmatic, syntactic and discourse elements, so he or she will be able to forecast and interpret the meaning (Alderson, 2000).

However, this opinion did not identify what mechanisms the reader applied to produce inferences or how the mental composition of comprehension worked. Hierarchically speaking, systematic synthesis of reading comprehension proposed one of the most concentrated models of reading skill called top-down or the conceptually driven processing approach. According to this model, reading was a psycholinguistic guessing game because the readers’ preconceptions and background knowledge significantly influence on the lower-level processes such as orthographic and phonological processing, as well as the word recognition skill, and readers were scarcely neutral and passive receivers of the information from the text. Therefore, their background knowledge and other interpretive skills associated with the cognitive and metacognitive strategies increased lower level processing during the comprehension stage (Goodman, 1967).

This information was formed as meta-textual and conceptual representations in the learners’ long-term memory. This approach emphasized on what readers added to the comprehension process. In top-down processing, readers get the information from the text, and then contrast it with their general knowledge in order to achieve meaning from the written text. According to this model, readers carry meaning to the text based on their experiential and interpretive prior knowledge. Some researchers discussed the primary assumptions of top-down processing. Studying eye movements during reading justified that even professional readers focus on most of the words printed on the text. Similarly, studies performed on readers with obvious background knowledge but lower processing skill indicated that in spite of the expectations of top-down approach, their performance was not excellent (Clarke & Silberstein, 1977).

According to Block (1992a), in top-down models, the comprehension process is neither mechanical nor linear, but actively managed by the reader, so the major mechanisms for the processing of the text are in the mind of readers. From this perspective, readers understand letters and words only to justify their prior knowledge with reference to the meaning of the text. Finally, they can successfully decode a passage even if they do not know the meaning of the unfamiliar words within the text; moreover, top-down strategies are defined as general strategies. Global strategies are used for readers to forecast text content, organize a goal for reading, and control their reading process. Top-down strategy is characterized as a reading process, or “psycholinguistic guessing game.” Readers monitor the reading text through their pre-existing schemata to perceive new words. The top-down strategy focuses on the significance of schemata that is called preconception and prior knowledge in understanding the literary work (Xia, 2011a).

Readers with share knowledge of the world can predict the meaning of the reading text, justify or reject the previous guesses, and ultimately understand the text by an inferential and constructive reading process. Top-down theory debated that readers utilize knowledge, expectations, assumptions, and questions to the text and given a basic understanding of the vocabulary, they kept on reading the text to confirm their expectations. The top-down school of reading theory argued that readers adapt the text into knowledge (cultural, syntactic, linguistic, and historical), then they turn back to check the text when new or unexpected information appear. While bottom-up models named the reading process as a decoding activity with an emphasis on the structure of the text, top-down models were reverse and noticed to the reader and his/her interests, general knowledge, and reading skills. It indicated direction to readers to understand how they should process and construct meaning from their own previously acquired knowledge (Goodman, 1968).
5.3 Interactive Model

Because the information in top-down and bottom-up models do not move in one direction and the information involved in higher steps do not affect on the information in lower steps. These models can not apply for making inferences, which happened while reading. Therefore, to avoid this problem, an interactive model of reading is suggested. This model, which is an integration of both top-down and bottom up strategies, is thoroughly regarded as a comprehensive explanation of how we derive the meaning of a written text. An interactive model of reading was established which is based on this fact that meaning does not inhabit in the text alone, but is an association of the writer’s text and the reader’s interpretation. Thus, reading needs an interaction between the reader’s mind and the writer’s text. This permits the information involved in higher stages to interact with and affect the information in lower stages. In this model, the process begins the information by the eyes in the shape of visual characteristics, records in a visual information store, and exchanges to the central element of the model, the framework synthesizer at the first stage. Then different sources of information about letter forms and orthography are carried from long-term memory into short-term memory. Finally, the pattern synthesizer utilizes this information to infer the written text (Rumelhart, 1977).

According to Baddeley and Hitch (1974), the reader is included in extracting the meaning of the text and making inferences through a quick interaction between the superficial structure of the text and his own background knowledge of the topic. Since short-term memory is the place for the temporary storage and processing of information, it plays a significant role to comprehend the written text. These processes are composed of keeping the text information, activating the reader’s world knowledge and remembering it from long-term memory, integrating the information received from these two sources into coordinated discourse, and finally receiving the meaning of the text. Research supported the opinion that the working memory capacity of good readers is more than the poor readers’ memory. This model was a reforming pattern of previous strategies of top down and bottom up models (Cain & Oakhill, 2006).

An interactive model moved between both bottom-up and top-down models. It was related to the kind of text as well as on the reader’s prior knowledge, language proficiency level, motivation, strategy use, and reader’s attitude about reading. The word “interactive” was very well known in the researches of reading. It was utilized for the mental processes that happened in the reader's mind, or for the interaction of elements that made the text, and it explained the different reading models. Interactive model focused on the progressive interaction between bottom-up and top-down processing in the organization of text meaning. The most common model of reading was the interactive group, that comprehension was regarded as the result of bottom-up and top-down components working in a cohesive structure to make an interaction between the reader and the text. Although interactive models confirmed the impact of textual information on the reader’s mental activities, most of the researchers neglected the importance of top-down factors such as metacognition, the compensatory strategy of interest and background knowledge, and schemata. According to schemata theory, comprehension is the result of a coordination of the text and the reader’s background knowledge. Specially, every input is planned against the recent schema and all aspects of that schema must be adapted with the input information (Carrell & Eisterhold, 1988).

6. Related Studies on the Effects of Motivation on Reading Comprehension

Reading comprehension is one of the most essential skills that should be developed and nurtured in a child at home and in school because it is the primary factor to success in academic life. The ability to read for various goals is a prerequisite of a successful learning in schools, colleges, and universities. It is an alive and active skill in the 21st century for students or professionals. Moreover, reading is regarded as the key element of learning for academic proficiency. Therefore, being able to develop influential reading could have various impacts on learning across the curriculum, motivation to read, attitudes toward life, and performances in the work place. Reading comprehension is a complicated cognitive process. According to a theoretical perspective, reading comprehension is an interactive process of extracting meanings from a text. In fact, it is an interaction of different alternatives (reader, text, and environment) in a sociocultural context. It is composed of a set of cognitive activities such as “the comprehension of words, guessing the meaning, purposeful reaction, and integration.” There are different components that influence on students’ reading comprehension. Some of these are vocabulary knowledge, prior knowledge, and knowledge of grammar, metacognitive consciousness, structural knowledge, and reading strategies (Dagget & Hasselbring, 2007).
In addition, there are other more specific variables that can affect readers’ reading performance and involve students’ reading culture or motivation, the depth of integration in reading, influential teaching of comprehension techniques, high vocabulary and general knowledge, fluency, text construction or genre, opportunities for speaking and writing, and knowledge of different reading strategies. There were also three superior components in comprehension such as attention to story structure, guessing meaning, and comprehension controlling. Moreover, social and economic status in the family, coordination of a student and family, amount of reading out of school, and student’s reading at school are the significant agents that influence reading progress. In addition, other factors play an effective role in academic reading comprehension such as having strong vocabulary knowledge, the knowledge of syntax, and metacognitive awareness. In addition, oral reading method positively affects students’ reading performance (Trehearne & Doctorow, 2005).

Researchers showed that the impact of technology, using Web Quests improved students’ motivation and reading comprehension. Therefore, reading motivation defined as the interest or desire to read for different purposes. Positive reinforcements had beneficial impacts on reading motivation. Hence, it was necessary to design motivating and integrative reading activities for learners to increase the real love and sympathetic for reading. In addition, teachers and parents should improve students’ vocabulary and guide them to supply good situations to read with adequate and attractive reading materials. Then, making a share community for the learners and a comfortable and funny context for reading, determining specific students’ strengths and weaknesses, specifying ample time to read, associating with other teachers to plan a reading program, and understanding the strategies for engaging learners can motivate them for reading comprehension (Mermelstein, 2014).

According to one study that investigated the relationship between reading motivation and reading comprehension, the differences between intrinsic and extrinsic motivation were identified. That study found that intrinsic reading motivation positively affected reading ability. However, extrinsic reading motivation negatively affected reading ability. Moreover, intrinsic reading motivation increased the amount of reading comprehension than extrinsic motivation (Wigfield & Guthrie, 1997).

It was very important to emphasize on developing intrinsic reading motivation instead of extrinsic reading motivation. Learners who read more had better reading comprehension. In fact, the amount of reading could predict reading progress. Several studies on literacy development had been implemented to figure out the development of reading comprehension of students at schools. Researchers who had spotlighted on motivation had discussed about the roles of cognitive and motivation alternatives interaction and the impact of variables on learners achievement. Moreover, recent studies focused on the developing of cognitive skills and vivacious activities to enhance learners reading motivation (Schaffner & Ulferts, 2013).

Some of these studies had examined intrinsic motivation as a predictor of progress in several regions, such as reading, sports, and mathematics. Investigators pointed out that intrinsic motivation was a powerful predictor of elementary school students’ reading comprehension, so the most important point for educators was to force readers to integrate in reading activities. As a result, making a comfortable atmosphere for the students to face with integrative activities could increase students' motivation for reading achievement (Wigfield, Eccles, Schiefele, Roeser, & Davis Kean, 2006).

Engaged readers have the ability and knowledge about using and organizing strategies to improve their learning through reading. Using mixed method of teaching in reading classrooms, the use of strategies among students has indicated an increase in text comprehension, expanding the predictive power of this alternative on comprehension, and strong coordination with learning performance. Therefore, activating prior knowledge has a significant function in comprehension of classical printed texts (Pressley, 2000).

In the Pakistani context, different studies had been conducted on learning motivation. Research with school-age L1 readers indicated that intrinsic and extrinsic motivations effectively were related to reading progress, strategy use, and text comprehension. However, intrinsic motivation could display more effective role in reading achievement and better text comprehension, although there were other factors that could be influential such as students’ ethnic backgrounds and learners age (Unrau & Schlackman, 2006).

Connections between motivation and actual reading behaviors had been examined in several L2 researches. For example, positive correlations between intrinsic motivation and reading amount were achieved with EFL students in
Japan, Sri Lanka, and Turkey. Extrinsic motivation also positively correlated with reading amount, but generally to a lower average. With fifth-grade bilingual students in Hong Kong, students’ L2 reading comprehension was forecasted only by an extrinsically orientation (i.e., Instrumentalism); moreover, there weren't any significant correlations between motivation and text comprehension with EFL students in Japan (Dhanapala, 2006). According to one study that investigated the relationship between motivation and reading comprehension, the findings indicated that there was a significant correlation between intrinsic motivation and learners reading development. In fact motivated learners had more eagerness for reading texts. There was little research that studied the connection between motivation and reading comprehension (Jafari & Shokrpour, 2012).

7. Conclusion
According to the review of the literature of this research, it can be stated that motivation is one of the most essential factors that has a direct impact on the development of reading comprehension, but the teachers need to know that the students are motivated differently. They should make the classroom as an enjoyable space to motivate them and increase their confidence, spontaneity, autonomy, and self-stimulation. Teachers need to pay attention to students' interests and their requirements. Students are very much interested in any reading material that is with humor, fun, enjoyment, and pleasure. This means that they prefer reading for entertainment purposes. This implies that teachers need to integrate fun in reading instruction. Motivation is an essential factor to develop English reading comprehension. Teachers should provide appropriate environment to increase students’ motivation in reading comprehension. They can use various genres; permit the students to choose the materials that are yielded based on their needs and interests. In fact, teachers are the real models and motivators in arousing students’ motivation. They should specify much time to reading. Based on the literature review of this study, it can be concluded that the schools, universities, and all of the educational institutions should specifically focus their students’ attention on the important role of motivation in reading comprehension in their instructional courses.
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